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Investigating the structure and the function of life object performing advanced life activity becomes

important. In order to investigate the life object, it is necessary to observe living specimens with high

spatial resolution and high temporal resolution. Since laser plasma x-ray source has high brightness and

short pulse duration, x-ray microscope with the laser plasma x-ray source makes possible to observe living

specimens. Such as chromosomes, macrophages'1', bacterium'2"3', and so on have been observed by

contact x-ray microscopy. The x-ray images obtained by indirect measurements such as the contact x-ray

microscopy have difficulty to avoid artificial effect such as irregular due to developing process.

Development of an x-ray microscope with laser plasma x-ray source is necessary to avoid such defects.
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Structural analysis of proteins has been popular and explication of structure and function of life

organisms in molecular level is in progress. Next subject for the life science is to investigate structure and

function of life organism itself composed with molecules and performing living activities. In order to

realize such subject, it is required to observe living biological specimens with high spatial resolution and

high temporal resolution. Laser plasma x-ray has high brightness and short pulse duration. X-ray

microscopes with laser plasma x-ray sources can visualize living biological specimens with high spatial

and temporal resolutions.

Most of the works observing biological specimens with laser plasma x-ray have been done with

contact x-ray microscopy, which is the indirect imaging placing biological specimens onto PMMA photo

resist and observing the developed photo resist after exposure with x-ray pulse. Biological cells, bacteria,

and other biological specimens have been observed. One of the advantages of the contact x-ray microscopy

it its high spatial resolution (<10nm) which is determined by the molecular size of the photo resist. High

efficiency for the compact tabletop system to be able to obtain an image of a biological cell with singe

x-ray exposure is also a big advantage. The disadvantage is that the images could be affected with artificial

noise because the images are obtained only from the developed photo resists.

Imaging technology will be necessary to avoid the disadvantage of the contact x-ray microscopy and

to give the confidence to the x-ray microscopy. Imaging x-ray microscopes have been developed with
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synchrotron radiation sources. X-ray microscopes with synchrotron radiation source take more than ]

second exposing time to image an biological cell due to lack of brightness. Movement of the cell during

exposure degrades the spatial resolution. Freeze dry processing, which is commonly used for electron

microscopy, is introduced to avoid the degradation of the spatial resolution due to blurring by Braun

motion. It still remains questions such as the images taken with the method are real or not.

Shown in figures l.(a) and (b) are x-ray and TEM images of mouse macrophages, respectively. The

x-ray image was taken by contact x-ray microscopy with laser plasma x-ray source. The macrophages for

contact x-ray microscopy were live specimens in natural environment without any artificial treatments.

The macrophages for TEM were treated with ordinary processes such as drying and slicing. Comparing

both images they were clearly identical and detailed structures such as cell nucleus were observed. Those

images showed that the x-ray microscopy have potential to observe biological cells close to the electron

microscopy.
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Figure 1. An x-ray image (a) and a TEM image (b) of mouse macrophages. The macrophages for
the x-ray image were in natural environment without any artifacts. In contrary the macrophage for
the TEM image were treated with dry processing and sliced. Cell nuclease were observed clearly
in both images.

Latexes with the size of

about lOnm were put into

the environment of the

macrophages to activate the

function of predation.

Shown figures 2.(a) and (b)

are the x-ray images of the

mouse macrophages without

and with Latexes taken by

contact x-ray microscopy

with laser plasma x-ray

source, respectively. There

was a clear difference

Figure 2. X-ray images of
the mouse macrophages
without (a) and with (b)
Latexes taken by contact
x-ray microscopy with
laser plasma x-ray source.
There was a clear
difference between those
images and the hair like
structure was observed on
the surface of the
macrophage with Latexes
in the environment.
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between those images and the hair like structure was observed on the surface of the macrophage with

Latexes in the environment. The thickness of the hair like structure was about lOOnm or less. There were

no such structures for the macrophage without Latexes. Those kinds of structures have not been observed

before neither with electron microscope or optical microscope. It is difficult to observe the hair like

structure with sliced specimens. Optical microscopes have not enough spatial resolution to observe the

structure. The same kind of macrophages with Latexes in the environment without any artifacts has been

observed with synchrotron radiation source'41. Instead of the clear images of the hair like structure blur

images of the something surrounding the macrophage have been observed, because the exposure time was

about 1 second and it was to long to obtain clear images.
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Figure 3. Configuration of the x-ray microscope. The x-ray microscope was consisted with
a multicoated spherical x-ray mirror as a condenser lens and a micro zone plate as an
objective lens. The x-rays from the laser plasma x-ray source were focused onto the
specimens with the spherical x-ray mirror. The image of the specimens was enlarged onto
the x-ray CCD camera with the micro zone plate.

Shown in figure 3 is the configuration of the x-ray microscope. The x-ray microscope was consisted

with a multicoated spherical x-ray mirror as a condenser lens and a micro zone plate as an objective lens.

X-rays from laser plasma x-ray source were focused with the condenser lens onto the live specimens,

which were enclosed with thin silicon nitride membranes to avoid to be exposed into vacuum. The x-ray

image of the specimens was enlarged onto an x-ray CCD camera with the objective lens. Thin titanium

filter was installed to shield visible light from laser plasma x-ray source. Photon margin was calculated

with the following specifications.
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Laser energy: 10J

Conversion efficiency from laser energy to water window x-ray: 10%

X-ray photon energy: 300eV

X-ray source size: 50(am

Solid angle of the x-ray spherical mirror: 0.0016

Transmission of a titanium filter: 40%

Transmission of silicon nitride filters: 25% (total)

Reflectivity of the x-ray spherical mirror: 10%

Magnification of the x-ray spherical mirror: 2

Spectral bandwidth of the x-ray spherical mirror: 0.08nm

Efficiency of the micro zone plate: 20%

Magnification of the micro zone plate: 200

Pixel size of the x-ray CCD camera: 13 urn

Using those parameters photon number into a pixel of the x-ray CCD camera was 77.2. The quantum

efficiency of the x-ray CCD camera at the photon energy 300eV is about 1.0 and electron number at one

pixel was going to be 6340.

In summary, the advantage of the x-ray microscopy with laser plasma x-ray source has been

confirmed with observing mouse macrophages by contact x-ray microscopy. Hair-like structures have been

observed on the macrophages with Latexes in the environment. Such kind of the structure has not observed

with neither of electron microscope or optical microscope before. The disadvantage of the contact x-ray

microscopy was that the images could be affected by artificial noise during development processing.

Avoiding the disadvantage the imaging x-ray microscope has been designed and in development. Photon

margin has been calculated and a compact Nd:glass laser with 10J output energy could produce enough

x-ray photons to image live specimens in single exposure.
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